Swim Captain

Capitn of the Beaver Squads for the season just ended was David W. Woodworth, 35, winner of the steel event in the Amateur Meet, New England Intercollegiate Diving Champion, and Member-at-Large of the M.I.T.A.A. Picture was taken at a recent executive meeting of the Athletic Association.

Tech Rifle Squad

Downs Beverly

Shows Winning Form In Decisive Victory

By 905-885 Score

In the last of the series of victories in the season the Tech riflemen outdistanced the Beverly Rifle Club of Boston Friday night to win by a score of 50 to 40. This was the fourth match of the year, but was the first in which both sides were in winning form. James T. Burley, 16, was the high scorer of the match. No record was run up, but all five of the Tech riflemen made scores over 100. Shooting for the riflemen entered the crowd. The Beverly club were Richard X. Gannon '42, Charles S. Burt '41, Howard J. Daly, L. W. Mitchell '42, William F. Orr '42, and Harrer. With this group, and reserves, in the match, the Tech squad registered in their final tournament, props for the season are quite hopeful.

Pool Records Set

As Tankers Bow

In Anheuser Victory

Eight pool contests were established as the varsity swimming team went in to defeat, shield of the wall for an Athletic squad exceptionally strong in the specialty events last Friday night in the dedication meet of the first pool. A new Technology record was established by the Tech swimmers when they succeeded in defeating the pool and finishing first-place in the 50 yard dash-relay. These boys will have to go to the real and hotshot tomorrow night, however, when the specialty meets Harvard.

Captain Speaks

A capacity crowd of 350 listened to Captain T. A. Z睽, commander of the Anheuser team as Anatoni, give a dedicatory speech before the meet was opened by Mayor Steiner, Henry Friedensohn, Post Treasurer; and Bill Abraham, who drew their way to a record of 3 minutes, 54.9 seconds for the 400 yard free-style relay. The freelance meet of Coach Gordon Smith suffered defeat from the Harvard tradition that has succeeded in winning several events. Pool Schwarmers No. 1, William M. Dolan, and his teammates from Tech and Rand of Harvard while Tech seit showed sufficient form to win from Hurley of Harvard, Schwarmers, Kromek, and Broderick, who were the fast and numbing relay and "Smith-" lead" by just one-tenth of a second in the 200 yard free-style race.

Sources Too Weak

Hardly had the unprecedented freshman from the freshman lists of the field at Harvard when they met the pre-school boys from the Phillips Academy Academy at Andover. Fortunately, due to the misalignments of beginners against brought defeat.

Take a cruise dinner and breakfast

On the Calm Sea Route to New York

SAILINGS DAILY, 5:30 P.M.

S. S. ACADIA and SAINT JOHN again in service

REDUCED RATES

• On deck staterooms, which are reserved for you, are available in the panoramic lounge. The choice of hot and cold refreshments is yours wherever you go ... in the dining room ... where both food and service are served . . . . in the lounge . . . . in the children's playroom and in the cafe-buffet with its smooth-topped pool . . . . in the pool and hot bath . . . . in the gymnasium and in the pool. You arrive in New York early next morning and are ready for a delightful vacation.

Tired Beavers Lose

Top N. H. Five in Last Period

In Last Period

Dolan Injured

Although they saw no points scored with ten minutes to go, Air thoroughly helped Tech courtmen down to defeat Friday night to New Hampshire. The score was 26-20.

* We are not sure which ship is the "Whirlwind".